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• Read Lawrence et al. (1993)
  – Gibbs sampling; check the endnotes

• Optionally readings
  – Textbook 11.4 (Sampling)
  – Tompa et al. (2005) and Weirauch et al. (2013)
    • Evaluation of TF binding prediction methods
    • “Gibbs sampling for the uninitiated”
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• Genetics seminar, 2/3/21
  – [Access the Colloquium here](https://youtu.be/ITwEzqhQnZU)

• ISCB student council webinar
  – Saniya Khullar, “Predicting regulatory mechanisms in Alzheimer’s disease progression”
  – [https://youtu.be/ITwEzqhQnZU](https://youtu.be/ITwEzqhQnZU)